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Comments or Suggestions as given by students:  
 
20. If you have other comments to offer on the course and suggestions for the teacher, you 
may do so in the space given below or on a separate sheet. 
 
Answers: 

 No  
 Individual marks to be discussed/shown to the students rather than a general 

discussion on how the paper was written by the peers will help the individual to see 
which areas he/she needs to improve and definitely can work achieve more.  

 All the extra course like canvas, yoga , multimedia program, entrepreneurship, drug 
addict and all are so useful and actually necessary for adults and teacher to 
understand. 

 English speaking course and python are the full waste of time course. It created a 
lot of pressure for portion completion and didn't get time to study for final exam. 
Didn't get any help from both the program except who are from computer 
background (only 3-4 students).  

 Teachers were helpful and encouraged the students.  
 The way of knowing each student and to help was really good and the guidance 

provided whenever necessary was something new for me.  
 wonderful learning experience
 It was a totally different experience in this college and going to helpful throughout 

life and learnt many things, every day was a day of new unknown rules and tasks. 
 It will be more effective when everyone will be seen equally and not according to 

schools/institute they have learnt from and taking everyone ahead together with 
equal opportunities.  
It was a pleasure studying in this college🙏 

 -  
 One of my suggestions would be that if teachers can give individual feedback 

regarding our performance in exams rather than giving feedback based on entire 
class performance as individual feedback would help one to know which areas one 
should work on.  

 Taking up this course and doing it from HJ has made a lot of good difference in my 
life. Thankyou.  

 None  
 It was very realistic and practical. 
 It was good  
 Too many assignments and other work for short span course. It could have been 

reduced a little. Overall, a good course completion and learning 
 This programme had throughout taught us how to be more efficient, and effective 

as well as work under pressure.  
 No suggestions. It was the best batch and I thoroughly enjoyed studying B.Ed.  
 Python programming training would not relate and fulfil job needs in further life 

and python sessions those were deliver in excellent manner by resource teacher but 
without any basic knowledge of python it is very difficult and student won’t be able 
to produce it further when needed.  
 
Speaking skill course was very basic which also is available anywhere on any 



platform to learn it wasn't something different that does not have effect on long 
term basis. The course was good enough but a very basic one Not a distinctive. 
Could have been better! 
 
Canva is very good and very useful course other workshops were useful PCOS and 
many more. All the workshops are very relevant for future needs and are needed in 
daily life.  
If Women's Day is celebrated internationally - Why? - to recognise the 
extraordinary acts of women and to stand together, as a united force, to advance 
gender equality around the world. 
 
Then why not Men's international day - Why? - to improve gender relations and 
promote unity. International Men's Day celebrates the contributions that men make 
to improve the quality of life in society. 
Equality is Here. Theme for 2021 for the same is - “Better relations between men 
and women”  
By having a spread of knowledge celebrates equality to recognise every gender. 
 
OVERALL- The outcomes of B.Ed. are achieved in very excellent manner. 
Definitely it has improved me and given me the ability to be an effective teacher 
and helped me achieve career goals, also ability to teach, mentor children, and 
everything was well organised planned and managed by institution.  
 
Thank You. 

 None  
 Very Effective   
 No  
 NA  
 I feel B.Ed. course should cover on how to teach Grade 11 and 12 students.   
 _  
 Very well made and executed syllabus
 Course was as per the requirement of education in society today and teachers were 

also dedicated towards teaching us and train us to become a competent teacher  
 Na all perfect   
 It is well managed and organized. 
 None   
   
 Great course  
 It was effective   
 -  
 NA  
 No nothing  

Thank you. 
 Course was delivered in a comprehensive and systematic manner using innovative 

teaching methods 
 All the small minute inputs which HJ teachers gave (like not to point students, not 

to be rude, have proper and meticulous planning, integrating topic with different 
subjects and real life) is applicable in the real setting and something which every 
teacher needs to keep in mind. 



Thank you to the principal ma'am, all teaching non-teaching staff for being there for 
us always and making us a qualified teacher. 

 ----  
 It was overall a very nice experience.  
 Overall, a very effective and amazing experience 
 The Overall course was systematically planned and executed but it would have 

been a smoother process for the students if the duration of the course was little 
longer as in some aspects, we lacked time. 

 .  
 -  
 None   
 The course was very useful.  
 Thank you so much for making my B.Ed journey such an enriching and learning 

experience. 
 Thank you  
 Overall it was a great experience being in HJ.  
 The course was fruitful with great insight 
 It's all great  
 The college helped me with overall development and made me confident in my 

approach.  
 Teachers were cooperative 
 Well done appreciated 
 Na  

 
 

 

 

Analysis of the Comments or Suggestions given by students:  
 
Strengths: 

Overall development of the students was a major focus. 

Very well prepared the teachers for real world settings  

Teachers were cooperative and encouraged the students. 

Use of innovative teaching methods  

The add on courses were very useful in personal and professional life as a teacher. 

Doing the course from HJ has made a remarkable difference in my life. 

The course was systematically planned and executed 

The Overall course was very realistic, comprehensive and practical. 

 
 



 

Suggestions : 

More advanced certificate course in English speaking will help a lot rather than the basic 
course. 

If teachers give individual feedback for the essays and assignments it would be appreciated. 

 

 
 
 
 


